


Established  in 2001 
under the patronage of 
HH Sheikh Hamdan bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Ruler’s 
Representative in the 
Western Region and 
Chairman of the 
Environmental Agency –
Abu Dhabi

To conserve nature and reduce the 
most pressing threats to the 
environment by working with people 
and institutions in the UAE and region 
to implement conservation solutions 
through science, research, policy, 
education and awareness.

EWS-WWF’s mission: a leading UAE environmental NGO 

• Marine Conservation Programme
• Climate and Energy Programme
• Terrestrial Conservation Programme
• Wildlife Trade Programme

Conservation Themes



• Marine conservation is a shared responsibility 
across public and private sectors. 

• The sea is one of our greatest natural resources, but 
it is under increasing pressure from rapid uncheck 
development, as well as climate change.

• Our goal is that by 2020, the UAE’s most important 
marine habitats and species are protected, major 
threats are addressed and healthy marine 
ecosystems are at the heart of planning and 
development policies



The Gulf region’s marine 
environment is unique, and at times 
mysterious due to lack of scientific 
research.  

Amongst the diverse range of 
species make their home in our 
waters, including a substantial 
populations of sea turtles. 

Marine turtles hold the key to a 
great deal of information as 
they are migratory species, moving  
between shallow undersea, open 
water and shore lines. 

Because they travel across habitats, 
their status reveals a lot about the 
wider marine environment’s health 
– but there is a huge gap in data.

Research will also help conservation 
plans address impact of human 
activities such as habitat loss, 
shoreline development and 
incidental capture in fishing nets.  



From 2010-14, EWS-WWF:
- Tagged 75 critically endangered Hawksbill turtles 

across the region
- uncovered new-to-science turtle behaviours, and 

key areas and migratory routes for the first time. 

Our findings are being used:
- In UAE policy making
- By world scientist to understand potential impact 

of climate change on marine species.   
- Learn more about our achievements here

But Hawskbills are one part of the jigsaw puzzle 
when it comes to conservation action... 

http://marine-flagships.panda.org/tracking-hawksbills-in-the-arabian-sea.html


Moving Forward

Now, EWS-WWF will
- kick off similar ground-breaking regional research 

project, focusing on Green Turtles
- Tag and monitor over 15 turtles, tracking their 

whereabouts up to 12 months
- Use data to fill data gaps regarding new Important 

Turtle Areas
- Increase understanding around turtle conservation 

importance among private and public stakeholders as 
well as the public, and regional decision makers

Spanning 4 years, our project aims to:
- address knowledge gaps
- provide data in an accessible format to government 

organizations  
- support science-based conservation and policy decision.



EWS-WWF is offering a unique partnership 
opportunity through Green Turtle Sponsorship

• In addition to providing critical support, you will have 
access to a unique series of communication and engagement 
benefits, exclusively designed around our marine 
conservation programme.

• Businesses have a crucial role to play. Sectors such as 
tourism, the desalination industry and fisheries have a 
significant impact on marine and environments – but also 
need healthy ecosystems for long-term success. 

• Your business can become a regional leader in marine 
stewardship, while also creating new opportunities for 
economic growth.

In line with government ambitions:
• As Gulf governments look to improve marine protection, in 

line with commitments under the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) to protect 10% of representative marine 
habitats, your company’s support positions you as a voice 
from the private sector, demonstrating marine conservation 
can complement ambitious economic development models. 



Project 
Partner –
Price TBC

Project 
Supporter –
Price TBC

Stakeholder Engagements Activations, includes:

- 1 activation per month first quarter, followed by 1 activation per quarter
- Regular updates about your turtle’s progress, and other research updates
- A project brief to share with your team about your sponsorship
- An engaging component either in the form of an activity or a multimedia resources

X X

Opportunity to name your turtle, name used on seaturtles.org (official tracking platform) x x
Co-branded high photos of Green Turtles in a digital form x x
Large printed map provided to help your team track your turtles’ movements and post updates x x
Company name mentioned in launch press release (pending date) and in final press release x x
Company name mentioned in project final report & hard copy shared x x
Right to externally communicate sponsorship (in coordination with EWS-WWF content approval) x x
Company name listed on project website x x

Name listed in EWS-WWF annual report (hard copy and on website) x x
Framed certificate after the naming of your turtle and includes Turtle’s photo x x

Right to externally communicate sponsorship with quote from EWS-WWF (Prior approval from 
EWS-WWF)

X

Opportunity for 2 staff to participate and accompany EWS team in turtle tagging (pending dates) 
depending on availability (most likely in Ras al Khaimah)

X

Company logo acknowledgement on the final report shared with various stakeholders X

Quote from senior management included on project website X

Complimentary 12-month EWS-WWF Platinum Corporate Membership X



EWS-WWF will develop a series of 
engagement activations over the 12- month 
of your sponsorship, which incudes:

• Regularly updated information from the 
field on your turtles and our progress

• Instructions on activities and 
competitions you can conduct with staff to 
excite, engage and educated them about 
your sponsorship 

• Multimedia resources that can be shared 
to enhance understanding of Marine 
Conservation in the UAE. 

• Additional resources to be finalized



EWS-WWF will provide a large 
scale hard copy map to put up in 
your office, and help track your 
turtle’s movements, as well as used 
in staff engagement activities



All tracked turtles will have a unique 
webpage on seaturtle.org

As a sponsor you will be able to use this 
platform to

- Name your turtle
- Include a testimonial on why 

supporting this work is important 
to your company

- Post unique photos
- Access interactive maps charting 

the turtle's movements
- And more

SEATURTLE.ORG is the reputable global online platform used for 
research and conservation efforts across the sea turtle community of 
researchers, policy makers, conservation and educators.  It is a critical 
tool for data sharing and collaboration for these migratory species.

http://www.seaturtle.org/tracking/?project_id=494


YOUR COMPANY NAME 
is a proud sponsor of 
EWS-WWF’s Gulf Green 
Turtle Project, to help 
ensure this endangered 
specie’s preservation and 
support marine 
conservation across the 
region

Your 

Company 

Logo Here



Complimentary platinum Corporate Member gains 
your company access to additional resources to help 
engage staff or clients around local conservation 
issues, and become known as an active supporter 
sustainability in UAE.

Additional exclusive communication benefits will 
enable your company with the power to inspire your 
customers and raise awareness of your commitment 
to environmental CSR.

Benefits include:

Use of CMP 
platinum logo for 
communication 
purposes





150 of your



Marine environment of the Gulf Region is a unique example of rich 
biodiversity that has adapted to high temperatures and salinity levels.  
But not much research has taken place, and EWS-WWF’s project will 
directly enhance understanding of Green Turtles to enable policy and 
decision makers with the right information to ensure their preservation.  

By supporting our research, your company becomes part of the solutions 
we can recommend to ensure the UAE and region’s development 
continues to grow, yet with a minimal impact on the marine 
environment. 

Our project is very transparent in your contribution will be used to 
support the Gulf Green Turtle Project and wider Marine Programme

Sponsorship packages include engagement activations you can use with 
staff or clients.  Beyond ensuring everyone knows the good work your 
company is supporting, you also have an opportunity to raise 
environmental capacities.

Partnering with EWS-WWF on this project will enable your company 
with unique communication and branding benefits to enhance 
awareness of your support



For more information please contact: 
Simone Lawrence, slwarence@ewswwf.ae

Asif Mugloo, amugloo@ewswwf.ae

mailto:slwarence@ewswwf.ae
mailto:amugloo@ewswwf.ae

